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St. Michaels, MD 21663
800-933-6936

Fabric Cover Replacement
Remove the existing cover:

Replacing the fabric, with an assistant, should take less than one hour. You may need ladders, a
few wrenches and Phillips screwdriver.
1. Retract the awning fully and secure the folded arms by tying them at elbows to the torsion bar
(square bar). Next, tie the two halves of the arms together. Both steps are designed to keep the
arms fully closed while you work on the awning.
You can confirm your tying skills by extending the awning a foot or two – if the arms didn’t move
the you can proceed to the next step.

2. Send the awning out approximately one foot. The fabric will start to loosely roll off the top of the
roller tube while the framework remains stationary.
3. Remove front bar end caps and fabric locks if equipped. Next, slide the valance out of the front
bar, including the PVC tubing.
4. Unroll the awning cover completely with the crank handle until you see the metal roller tube and
the slot in the tube is facing towards you.
5. Slide the cover off the roller tube on the opposite side of the motor or gear side.

Installation
1. DO NOT REMOVE TIES ON ARMS UNTIL NEW FABRIC IS ROLLED UP ON ROLLER TUBE.
ARMS ARE SPRING LOADED.
* Check for any sharp edges on your frame and repair as needed. Have someone help hold the
fabric to allow it to slide into frame easily. If you force the fabric across the frame you may snag
and tear the fabric. Fabric damage caused while installing is not covered under warranty.
2. Slide in your new fabric. The fabric has new PVC tubing inside of the pockets.
3. Trim PVC tubing as needed.
4. Roll up fabric onto the roller tube before cutting ties holding arms of awning.

Important Notes:
•
•
•

If awning has a hood, remove end side cover first
BE SURE ARMS ARE 100% SECURED
Your cover ships with new PVC tubing. The tubing will need to be trimmed to match the
original length of your tubing.

If your motor has a manual over-ride, use the handcrank to unroll the cover completely.
Adjust Stop Limits on Motor without a Remote to unroll fabric completely.
Adjust Stop Limits with a Remote to unroll fabric completely.
Any questions?
Give us a call, 800-933-6936

